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Abstract 
The solution set of a nondegenerate matriciai Carath6odory problem can be des- 
cribed with the aid of lineal fractional transformations of matrices where the parameter 
sets are either the matricial Schur class or the class ofJ,,-nonnegative meromorphic non- 
degenerate column pairs. This paper is aimed at clarifying the connections between these 
two different types of parametrizations. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights re- 
served. 
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| .  Introduction 
At the end of the sixties. V.P. Potapov and his school started a systematic 
investigation of matricial versions of classical interpolation problems of 
Carath6odory-Schur-Nevanlinna-Pick type from the point of view of J-theory. 
Based on a generalization f the classical Schwarz-Pick inequalities, he created 
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a powerful method for treating such problems, namely the so-called fundamen- 
tal matrix inequalily method. The solution set of such a matricial interpolation 
problem, which coincides with the solution set of an appropriately constructed 
matrix inequality, can be described by linear fractional transformations of ma- 
trices. The generating matrix-valued functions of which are called resolvent 
matrices associated with the interpolation problem under consideration. In 
many cases, resolvent matrices can be chosen as rational Jl~)-JI2)-inner ma- 
trix-valued functions where J~) and j(2) are some signature matrices. 
This paper is aimed at studying interrelations between different ypes of re- 
solvent matrices associated with nondegenerate matricial Carath6odory prob- 
lems. In this case we will be concerned with the concrete signature matrices (o 
J"= 0 
and jqq := diag (I,~,-lq), where iq stands for the q x q identity matrix. The rep- 
resentations of the solution sets of the nondegenerate matricial Carath6odory 
problems we will consider use different classes of meromorphic matrix-valued 
functions. We will compare parametrizations which work with so-called 
Jq-nonnegative meromorphic nondegenerate columns pairs [18] as well as para- 
metrizations where the matricial Schur class is the parameter set [1,9,10]. Using 
a result due to Simakova [22] we will describe the whole variety of resolvent 
matrices of both types. 
2. Some preliminaries 
Throughout his paper, let p and q be positive integers. If .~ is a nonempty 
set, then we will write X pxq for the set of all p × q matrices each entry of which 
belongs to X. The null matrix that belongs to the set C p×q of all p x q complex 
matrices will be designated by Op×q, and lq stands for the identity matrix that 
belongs to C '~×q. If the size of a null matrix or of an identity matrix is clear, then 
we will often omit the indexes. A p × q complex matrix A is called contractive 
(respectively, strictly contractive) if B := I - A*A is nonnegative Hermitian (res- 
pectively, positive Hermitian). We will use •p×q (respectively, Dr,× q) to denote 
the set of all p × q contractive (respectively, p x q strictly contractive) matrices. 
If A E C q~q, then Re A and Im A stand for the real part of A and the imaginary 
part of A, respectively: 
1 A~ 1 ReA.=~(A+ ) and ImA'=~(A-A*) .  
If r is a nonnegative integer or if r = +oc, then we will write t%.~ for the set 
of all integers k which satisfy 0 ~< k <~ r, and for every sequence (Ak)~:0 of p × q 
complex matrices, we will associate the block Toeplitz matrices 
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I Ao 0 ... 0 0 ~ 
Sk,A " - -  
A! Ao 
• ° 
0 
Ak-i AI,-2 
~, At Ak-i 
0 0 
Ao 0 
AI Ao j 
(l) 
k E I~0,~. l f f  is a p x q matrix-valued function which is holomorphic in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin, then we set 
rl :=  (2) 
for all nonnegative integers k, where 
3C 
f (z) = ZAkz~ (3) 
k::0 
is the Taylor representation f f  for al~ complex numbers z which belong to 
some neighborhood of the origin• 
Remark 1. I f f  is a q x q matrix-valued function which is holomorphic in some 
neighborhood of the origin and which satisfies det(/+.f(0)): / :  0, then the 
Cayley transform f2:= ( l - f ) ( l  +f ) - !  is a q xq  matrix-valued fimction 
which is holomorphic in some neighborhood of the origin, and, for every 
nonnegative integer n, it is readily checked that det(l +Sf)#0 and 
S~ °] = (I - S,[f])(l + S[,rl) -I (see, e.g., [61. Lemma 1.1.21). 
Observe that a similar result can be formulated only by using sequences of 
q x q complex matrices (see, e.g., [11], Lemma 1). If z is a nonnegative integer 
T or if t = +o¢, and if (Xk)k=o is a sequence of q x q complex matrices with 
det(l +X0)#0,  then the unique sequence (Y~)k~o f q x q complex matrices 
which satisfies Sk.r = (1 - Sk.v)(l + S~.v) -l for all k E ~o.~ is called the Cayley 
transform of (Xk)~=o. 
A function f2: G ~ C q×q is said to be a q x q Carath~odoo, function in G, if 
f2 is holomorphic in G and if Re f2(z) is nonnegative Hermitian for all - c G. 
We will use ~q(G) to denote the set of all q x q Carath4odory functions in 
G. If f2 belongs to ~q(G),  then det(l + f2) nowhere vanishes in G and the 
Cayley lransform S := ( I -  f2)(l + f2) -i is a so-called q x q Schurf imcthm hi 
G (see, e.g., [6], Proposition 2.1.3). A function f :  G ~ C e'q is said to be a 
p x q Schur function if f is holomorphic in G and if f(z) is contractive for 
all z E G. The set of all p x q Schur functions in G will be designated by 
,_~Fpxq(G ). Note that a p x q Schur function in G is called strictly contractive 
if f (z )  is strictly contractive for every choice of z in G. 
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If (Fk)~_o is a given sequence of q x q complex matrices, then the 
Carathdodory problem with respect o (Fk)~,o consists of the description of the 
set :6,~[Fo. F I , . . . ,F , ]  of all functions f2 which belong to ::,q(D) and which 
satisfy 
Ol*'(O) 
k! = F~ (4) 
for all k E No.,,, where f2 ~) denotes the kth derivative of f2. It is a well-known fact 
that the set :6q[Fo, F~,. . . ,  F,,] is nonempty if and only if the matrix T,,.r := Re 
S,,.r is nonnegative Hermitian where S,,.r is defined by Eq. (1). For this reason, 
n a sequence (F~)k~0 of q × q complex matrices is called a q × q CarathOodory 
sequence if the matrix T,.r is nonnegative Hermitian. If T,,.r is even positive Her- 
mitian, then the q × q Carathdodory sequence (F~.)~:o is said to be nomtegener- 
ate. If a nondegenerate q x q Carathdodory sequence is given, then the solution 
set Cgq[Fo, F~,... ,F,,] of the Carathdodory problem with respect o (F~-)~_ o can 
be represented by some linear fractional transformation where the Schur class 
.'/",~,~(1~) is the parameter set (see, e.g., [1,9,10]). To explain such representa- 
tions we introduce notations for linear transformation of matrices. Let 
A ~ C ¢p'q!~¢"+'~ be given with block partition 
(A , ,A , , _ )  
.4 = , (5) 
A_,~ A_,2 
where A~ is a p × p block. Then the set 
(/~.,.t,. := {X C C:"':: det(A_,~X +.4.,_,) -¢ 0} (6) 
is nonempty if and only if rank (A,_~.A,_2) = q (see. e.g., [6], Lemma 1.6.1). In 
this case, the right linear fractional translbrmation .'/'~f"q~ . . .  %~,.~..~,.: --  C :'-q is 
defined by 
.'/'.'/"q'(x) := (a**x + At,)(A2 X + A,_.,) -*. (7) 
Similarly, the set 
~.,,,..~:, "= {X 6 C'~'": det(A:4~2 +A_,_,) ¢ 0} (8) 
is nonempty if and only if rank (AI2.A~2) = q. in this case, the left linear t'rac- 
tional transformation .~-~"'~'. eT,l,,,a,. ---. C q':t' is given by 
.71.~'"~(X) "= (,~4~: + A22) ~(XA~ + A2~). (9) 
Now let G be a simply connected omain of the extended complex plane Co, 
and let A be a (p + q) × (p + q) matrix-valued function which is meromorphic 
in G. We will use the block partition (5) of A with p x p block A~j. If the set 
of all functions g: G ~ C "':'~ which are holomorphic in G and for which the 
function det(Aztg + A22) does not identically vanish in G is nonempty, then let 
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c/,(P.q) [ - \  " 1,4i ~g) := (Altg + Ai2)(A21g + A22)-I (10) 
for each g E ~. If Y is a nonempty subset of './, then we set 
' IA] (Y ) := ,,~t,.,tl _, 
On the other hand, if the set c~ of all functions h" G --, C q~' which are holo- 
morphic in G and for which the function det(hA~, + A_,z) does not identically 
vanish in G is nonempty, then let 
~7"{P,q} / t \ "~ [141 t n) "= (hAl2 + A22) I(hAll + Azl) (12) 
for each h E &. Further, if Y is a nonempty subset of e;, then let 
.,7-,,,.,,,, { ~7-q"q' ( h )" h c Y }. (13) "~[a', t Y) := "~1.4! 
Note that if the representations on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (11) and (12) 
have removable singularities we will use the symbols . _'/ !/':q .t (g) and ..~'7-'t'"¢~( i l ) [4  
for the extended functions. 
Before we explain the above mentioned way to state representations of the 
solution set of the matricial Carath6odory problem by recalling the notion of a 
resolvent matrix, let us note that if we consider a 2q x 2q matrix-valued func- 
tion V or A, then we will use the q × q block partitions 
(V,, V~-') (A,, A,2) 
V = and A = . (14) 
"Y,..i V2". /~,_.l A2_, 
Definition 2. Let (F~)~:I, be a nondegenerate q x q Carath6odory sequence. A
2q × 2q matrix-valued function V which is meromorphic in D is called a right 
(respectively, left) O'pe ! resoh,ent matrix o j  the Cm'athdoehn'v prohh,m with 
respect to (Fk)~=o if the following three conditions are satisfied" 
(i) The function det ~7 does not identically vanish in D. 
(it) For each g E .'/',~,q(D), the function det(v_,~g + V-'-') (respectively, the 
function det(g V~2 +V_'_,)) does not identically vanish in D. 
~lq.q) F,,] (respectively. ~-c,rq~ (.,/q.,~( D ) ) = (iii) . lvi ( '~q '~ ' t (D) )  - -  z , , [ r , , . r ,  . . . . .  . 
'~q [ ro .  F ,  . . . .  , r , , ] ) .  
In Section 7 we will state another type of resolvent matrices of a matricial 
Carath6odory problem, the statement of which is much more complicated. 
and we will study how these representations of the solution set of this interpola- 
tion problem are connected. Further, we will discuss how these types of resol- 
vent matrices can be obtained from an appropriately constructed matricial 
Schur problem. We will restrict our considerations on the right resolvent ma- 
trices. The treatment of the left resolvent matrices is similar and will be done 
somewhere lse. 
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If (A,)~::0 is a sequence of p x q complex matrices, then the Schur problem 
with respect to (Ak)~=0 consists of the description of the set 
~g¢)p×q[Ao, Ai,...,A,,] of all functions f which belong to the Schur class 
.gPp×q(D) and which satisfy f(kl(O)/k! = Ak for all k (5 ~0.,, where f(k/ denotes 
the kth derivative of f .  It is a well-known fact that ~p×q[Ao,A~,... ,A,] is non- 
empty if and only if the block Toeplitz matrix S,.A given by Eq. (1) is contrac- 
tive. Sequences (Ak)~-0 of p x q complex matrices (Ak)~_-0 for which S,,~ is 
contractive are called p x q Schur sequences. If the matrix S,.4 is even strictly 
contractive, then the p x q Schur sequence (Ak)~__0 is said to be nondegenerate. 
If (Ak)~=o is a given nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, then the set 
/fp×q[Ao,AI,... ,A,] can be also represented by some linear fractional transfor- 
mation where ,~'p,q(D) is the parameter set (see, e.g., [2,7], Theorem 6.5, [6], 
Theorems 3.9.1, 3.10.1, 5.3.1, 5.3.2), i.e., one can find resolvent matrices in 
the following sense: 
Definition 3. Let (Ak)~=0 be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence. 
(a) A (p + q) x (p + q) matrix-valued function D which is meromorphic n D 
is called a right resoh:ent matrix of the Schur problem with respect o (Ak )~=o if 
the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The function det D does not identically vanish in D. 
( ) (ii) For each g E .¢~,~,t(D), the function det(D_,lg + D22) does not identically 
vanish in D where 
(Dii Dl., ) 
D= D.,I D,, (15) 
is the block partition of D with p x p block Dll. 
( i i i )  ,/,~/,.,t~ , ,  (D) )  = 't' [A. ,A~, . A,,]. 
" I/r~ ( ' / / '~ , i  ' i "q  " "  , 
(b) A (q + p) x (q + p) matrix-valued functio~ E which is meromorphic n D 
is said to be a left resolvent matrix t#'the Schur problem with respect o (Ak )~.=o if 
the following three conditions are fulfilled: 
(iv) The function det E does not identically vanish. 
(v) For each g E .'/'t,,,~(D), the function det(gE~., + E22) does not identically 
vanish, where 
b=(b~, b~2) 
D,_i D,, 
is the block partition of E with q x q block E~. 
!':14:') (v i ) .  io~ ( " J , ' - , , (• ) )= .'/ ,,~,; [,4,,, .4 , . . . .  ,,4,,]. 
The following remark and the following lemma show the way how one can 
connect ype I resolvent matrices of a matricial Carath6odory problem with re- 
solvent matrices of an appropriately constructed matricial Schur problem. 
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Remark 4. Lemma 3 in [11] in particular shows that 
(a) If (Fk)~:=0 isa nondegenerate q x q Carath6odory sequence, then the Cay- 
Icy transform (A~)~=,) of (F~)'~I:=,, is a nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence. 
(b) If (A~)~=0 is a nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence, then the Cayley 
transform (Fk)~_:0 of (Ak)~=0 is a nondegenerate q × q Carath6odory sequence. 
Lemma 5. Let ( Fk )~:o be a nondeg~.'nerate q x q Carathkodory sequence, and let 
(Ak )~=o be the Cayley transform of ( F~.)~:o. Then 
and 
.%×,,[Ao,A,. r,,]) ' "" [qi " ' 
%[r0,r ,  .. ,r,,] = [Ao, A A,,]), , • " [(.] ,'~u×q l, . . . .  
where C?q stands ]'or the constant.[imction defined on D with vahw 
,(,, 
q=v  I,, I , ,  
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Proof. Use Lemma 1 in [11], Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 in [6], and 
Remark I. [] 
In the following, we will continue to use the symbol C,j for the matrix given 
by Eq. (18) as well as for constant function delined on [D with value C,~. 
3. Nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs 
In this section, we will study particular pairs of matrices under the view of 
linear fractional transformations of matrices. This can be considered as a slight 
generalization of the usual concept of linear fractional transformation of ma- 
trices (see, e.g., [21,23,13] and Section 1.6 of [6]). 
Definition 6. Let A E C p×u, and let B c C 't×q Then [A,B] is called a 
nondegenerate (p,q)-cohmm pah" if C := A*A + B*B is positive Hermitian. 
Such pairs of matrices were first used by Orlov [20] who preferred row pairs 
instead of column pairs. Let us use .~t,.q) to denote the set of all nondegenerate 
(p,q)-column pairs. Obviously, if A ¢ C/',q and B E C u'u, then [A,B] is a non- 
degenerate (p,q)-column pair if and only if det(A*A + B'B)¢  O, i.e., rank 
(~)  =q.  If [A,B] ¢.)/~'',, then, for every nonsingular q × q complex matrix 
Q, we easily see that [AQ, BQ] belongs to .¢(p,~) as well. 
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Definition 7. Nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs [A! ,BI] and [A2, B2] are said to 
be equivalent, if there is a nonsingular q x q complex matrix Q such that 
A2 -- AIQ and B2 = BIQ. Obviously, in this way an equivalence relation in the 
set .¢~"q) is generated. If [A,B] E .¢~"'q), then we will write ([A,B]) for the 
equivalence class to which [,4. B] belongs. 
Obviously, if B is a nonsingular p × q complex matrix, then, for each 
A E C "×q, [A, B] is a nondegenerate (p, q)-column pair. 
Definition 8. A nondegenerate (p.q)-column pair [A, B] is said to be proper if det 
8#0.  
The set of all proper nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs will be denoted by 
.,~,.ql. If [A, B] is a proper nondegenerate (p, q)-column pair, then every nonde- 
generate (p, q)-column pair which is equivalent to [,4, B] is proper as well. Fur- 
ther, we see that if [A.B] is a proper nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair, then 
[AB~,Iq] is a proper nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair which is equivalent 
to [A.BI. 
Observe that the mapping .¢~" C ~'~q /,~t,.ql v ~_l ) defined by.era(A):= ([A,I,I]) 
is bijective. 
Remark 9. Let A E C t'×'~, and let B E C q~'t. Then there is a positive real number 
~: such that det(B + :/,i) -¢ 0 for each : ,: (0,~:]. Hence ([A,,,B,,]),,c~ defined by 
A,, := A and B,, '= B + (~:/n)/, I for all n ~- N is a sequence of proper nondegene- 
rate (p, q)-column pairs which satisl!es 
l imA, ,=A and l imB, ,=B.  (19) 
in the following, we will continue to use the notations given in Eqs. (6) and (7). 
Further, we will work with a similar transformation. We will see that some 
properties of the mapping given by Eq. (7), which is studied, e.g., in [21,23] 
and Section !.6 of [6], can be used to verify analogous properties for these simi- 
lar transforn~ations. To prepare tiffs we introduce the notation 
['-/,.a] "= {[A,B] E .¢'""" det(cA +dB) -¢ 0} (20) 
for arbitrary matrices c E C '~'p and d E C '~''~. 
Lemma 10. Let c E C 't`t' and d E C q~q. Then tlu set [V,.,t] is nonen#~ O, (/'and 
only i/'rank(c,d) = q. 
Proof. First suppose [~,.,i]-¢ O. t.et [A,B] E [c/,..a]. According to Remark 9, 
there is a sequence ([A,,.B,,]),,~ of proper nondegenerate (p,q)-coiumn pair 
such that Eq.(19) holds true. "~'his implies l im,,_.~det(cA,,+dB,,)= 
det(cA + riB) ¢ O. Hence there is a positive integer m for which 
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det(cA,,B~ + d) = det(cA,, + dB,,) det(B~  ) ¢ 0. 
Thus AmB~ I E c~,.d, and it follows rank (c,d) = q. 
Conversely, now assume that rank (c,d) = q. Then @c,a # 0, i.e., there is a 
matrix A E C p×q for which det(cA + d) # 0 holds. Therefore [A, lq] E [~,,,a]. [] 
If a matrix E E C (p+q)×(p+q) is given, then we will work with the block parti- 
tion (a b) 
E = (21) 
c d ' 
where a is a p x p-block. Further if E E C (p+q)×(p+q) is such that rank (c, d) = q, 
then we will use the mapping s~,ql. [~,..d] --" C p×q given by 
~'q)([A,B]) := (aA + bB)(cA + dB)-' (22) 
Observe that Nudelman [19] discussed convexity properties of certain subsets 
contained in the image of linear fractional transformations of nondegenerate 
column pairs. 
Lemma 11. Let E be such that rank (c,d) = q and let [A,B] E [~¢.a]. Then every 
nondegenerate (p, q)-column pair [C, D] which is equivalent to [A, B] also belongs 
to [cj,,a] and satisfies 
$~'qI([C,D]) = ~'q)([A,B]). 
7, he proof of Lemma 11 is straightforward. We omit the details. 
Let E E C Ip+ql~(p+ql be such that rank (c, d) = q. In view of Lemma I l, then 
the mapping a~ ''!1" ([~,,.a]) ~ C p×q given by 
O'E~'q)(([A,B])) "---(ai  -q- bB)(cA .-1-dB) -I (23) 
is well-defined. 
Remark 12. Let E E C (p+q)x(p+q) be such that rank (c,d) = q, and A E C p×q. 
7"hen [,4, lq] E [~,.,d] if and only if A E ~c,d. In this case, 
(24) 
Proposition 13. Let E E C (p+q)×(p+q) be such that rank(c ,d)=q.  Then the 
(P'q) C pxq if and only if det E # 0. mapping a e " ([~c,d]) ~ is one-to-one 
Proof. First suppose det E = 0. According to a result due to Potapov [21] (see 
also [6], Proposition 1.6.2), there are matrices Ai and A2 that belong to ~c.d and 
which satisfy ~0~,q/(A = heft,q/ E I) (A2) as well as A 1 ¢ A2. In view of Remark 12 
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the proper nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs [A l, lq] and [A2, lq] then fulfill 
~'q)(([Al,lq])) = a~'q)(([A2,1q]))and ([Al,lq]) ~ ([A2,1q]). Hence the mapping 
¢r~E 'q) is not one-to-one. 
Now assume that det E ~: 0 holds. Let [AI,B,] and [A2,B2] belong to [~c,d] 
and be such that #~'q)(([A,,B~])) = ~r~'q)(([A2,B2])). Then it is readily checked 
that 
Then det E:/:0 implies A2=AIQ and B2=B~Q, where 
+dBl)-I (cA2 +dB:) is obviously nonsingular. Therefore 
{[A2,B~]}. 
Q:= (cA! 
([A,,8,]> = 
Proposition 14. Let El and E2 be (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrices, and let 
(a, b , )  (a2 b2) 
E ,= and E2= 
cl dl c2 d2 
be the block partitions where al and a2 belong to C p×p. Further, let E := E2EI, and 
let (21) be the block partition of E with p x p-block a. Suppose that rank 
(ct,dl) = q and that rank (c2,d2) = q. Then 
:= {tA,B] } 
is a subset of [-~,.,a] which admits the representation 
[~,] = [~,,.,~,] n [~,,,,]. /25/ 
i f  [9] :~: 0, then, jbr all [A,B] E [~], 
Proof. If [,4, B] E [~c~,d, ], then, in view of c = c2al + d2cl and d = c2bi + d2dl, 
we have 
det(cA +dB) = det (cz(s~'q)([A,B]))) + d2) det(clA + d,B). 
Hence we see that Eq. (25) holds. If [c~] ¢_ 0, then, for each [A,B] 6 [~], we 
obtain 
= (a2(alA + biB) + b2(clA + dIB)) 
(c2(alA + biB) + d2(c~A+dlB)) -I 
= (aA + bB)(cA +dB) -I = ~,ql ([,4, B]). 0 
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Remark 15. Let the assumptions of Proposition 14 be satisfied. If [~] # 0, then 
, - -  Ga(P,q)ICT(P,q)I/[A . each ([A B])S ([~])fulfills o'~'q)(([d,B])) °'E2 , E~ ,\t ,B]))) 
4. J-Nonnegative nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs 
In this section, we will turn our attention to particular subclasses of nonde- 
generate (p, q)-column pairs. More precisely, we have in mind such subclasses 
which are linked with certain signature matrices, i.e., m x m complex matrices J 
which satisfy J* = d and j2 = I. Our investigations are aimed at describing the 
image of these subclasses under linear fractional transformations generated by 
J-contractive matrices. If d and j are m x m signature matrices, then an m x m 
complex matrix ,4 is called d-j-contractive (respectively, J-j-unitary) if 
d >>. A*jA (respectively, J = A*jA). A d-d-contractive (respectively, J-J-uni- 
tary) matrix ,4 is also said to be J-contractive (respectively, J-unitary). Observe 
that the matrix Cq given by Eq. (18) is jqq-Jq-unitary. 
Definition 16. Let J be a Hermitian (p + q)x (p+ q) complex matrix. A 
nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair [A,B] is said to be d-nonnegative (respective- 
ly, J-positive), if the matrix 
(27) 
is nonnegative Hermitian (respectively, positive Hermitian). If/X = Oqxq holds, 
the nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair [A, B] is called J-neutral. 
J-nonnegative nondegenerate column pairs were introduced by Orlov [20] in 
the study of the limit behaviour of the semi-radii of families of nested matrix 
balls. Furthermore, note that such pairs were used to describe solution 
sets of matricial interpolation problems by several authors (see, e.g., [3-5, 
14-181). 
If J is a Hermitian (p + q)x Go + q) complex matrix, then we will use the 
symbol ~ ~) (respectively, ~) )  to denote the set of all J-nonnegative (respec- 
tively, J-positive) nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs, and we will write ~0,,q) o. J ,0 
for the set of all J-neutral nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs. 
Remark 17. Let J be a Hermitian (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrix, and let 
[Al, Bl] and [,42, Bl] be nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs which are equivalent. 
Then, 
~(p,q) ~tp,q) if and only if [A2, B2] E ~. j, ~> (a) [AI,BI] E j,~> 
~0,,q) , ~0,,q) if and only if [A2, B2] E ~. j,>. (b) j,> 
, ~r,q) ~0',q) if and only if [A2,B2] E J,0 • (c) s J,0 
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t c/h(p,q) Observe that, in view Remark 17, we can write ~,-j. >~ ) to designate the set of 
all equivalence classes of J-nonnegative nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs. 
Analogously, we will use the notations \~./~"q)s.> ) and (~J.0"--°~'q)). Now we specify 
the Hermitian matrix J. We will work with the particular (p + q) x (p + q) 
signature matrices 
jpq := diag(Ip,-Iq) (28) 
and -Jm. 
Remark 18. In view of the identity 
(_j.q) (A B)' (29) 
which holds true for every choice of A in C pxq and B in C q×q, it is readily 
checked that both sets ~ ~> and ~(P'q) _ , _:,~.> are nonempty. 
#~O~,q) then the nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair Lemma 19. (a) If [A,B] E _jm, >>., 
[.4, B] is necessarily proper and the matrix" K := AB -l is contractive. 
(b) I f  [.4 B] belongs to ~0~,q) then K := AB -i is strictly contractive. -jm,> ,
~#(P'q) then K := AB -! satisfies K*K = I, (c) I f  [A,B] belongs to ..-jrq,O, 
Proof. Let [A,B] E ~(P'q). Then C := A*A + B*B is positive Hermitian and the 
equation B*B=I ( (B*B-A*A)+C)  is valid. Hence, if [A,B] belongs to 
~-0,,q) .7-jeq, >t, then we get from Eq. (29) that B*B is positive Hermitian, i.e., that 
B is nonsingular. Since I -K*K=B-* (B*B-A*A)B  -l holds for all 
[A,B] E ~_~q), >I, the proof is finished. I-1 
Remark 20. Identity (29) and part (c) of Lemma 19 show that .~_0'7)0 is 
nonempty if and only if p >I q. 
Observe that the set Tpxq :=  {X E C pxq" X*X - -  lq } is also nonempty if and 
only if p I> q. 
Lemma 21. Let Jm " cPxq "-* (?~#~'q)) be defined by ,~p,q(A) := ([A, lq]) .  
(a) Rt~tr.~,,xq Jm is a bijective mapping of •v×q onto I:D O':q) ). 
(b) Rstr.D,., Jm is a bijective mapping of Dp×q onto, _ym. ,. 
(c) l f  p >t q, then Rstr.~,.q Jpq is a bijective mapping of Tp×q onto /j~O~.q) \ \~" -jm,Oi. 
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Proof. For all K E C pxq, we have 
: 
In view of Remark 17, then it follows 
(.~(P'q) ...,¢"pq(l]'~p×¢;) C__ x~ jpq,t/.~'~ (p'q) >I ), ._,~pq(I]~)p×q) C__ ,~_jpq,>, 
and if p f> q, 
Jpq('l]-pxq) C /,~lp,q) \ -- \°~-jpq.O/" 
Let [A, B] 6 ~ >. Then Lemma 19 shows that K := ,4B-' belongs to I~,×q. 
Thus Jpq(K)= (i,4B-~,lq])= ([A,B]). Hence (~ j~ ~> ) c Jpq(Kp×q). Analo- 
gous arguments yield C_ and ,  if p t> q, 
!~ tr, q) \ C Jpq(ql'e×q). Since the mapping Jm is obviously bijective the proof °'-jm,O/ - 
~s complete. [] 
Now we turn our attention to the 2q x 2q signature matrices (0 
(31) 
~> (respectively, Mff) to denote the set of all matrices and - Jq. We will use ~q 
A ~ C q×q the real part Re ,4 := ~ (A + A*) of which is nonnegative Hermitian 
0 {,4 ~ C q×q: (respectively, positive Hermitian). Further, let ,~,q : :  Re ,4 = Oq×q}. 
, >1 ~(q'q) N ~'q) ,  then R := AB -! belongs to ~q . Lemma 22. (a) I f  [A,B] ~ _jq. >~ 
, ~(q'q) ,~ 'q ) ,  ,-' > (b) f f  [A B] E _jq.> N then R := AB -l belongs to ~q. 
(c) I f  [A,B] ~ :~t_qj~10, then R := AB-' belongs to ~.  ~,q l .  
(d) For each R E ~¢~, the pair [R, lq] belongs to ~(qj~!>~ fq 
> ~(q.q) ,~ 'q )  (e) For each R E ~tq, the pair [R, lq] belongs to  _j~.> fq . 
~(q'q) ~ 'q )  o the pair [R, lq] belongs to -J~,O M . (0 For each R E ~tq, 
Proof. Apply the identity 
lq ( - Jq )  lq 
which holds true for all q x q complex matrices R. 13 
(32) 
Lemma 23. Let ~qq " C qxq ~ (J~ q)) be defiped by o¢'qq(A) :=  ([A,lq]). Then, 
(a) Rs t r .~ ~qq is a bijective mapping of Mq onto w'-Jq, >, 
• > /j~D(q,q) ~ 'q ) )  (b) Rstr..~¢~ qq is a bijective mapping of ~q onto \J_jq.> M 
0 ij-l~(q,q) ,~ ,q ) )  (c) Rstr..~o Jqq is a bijective mapping of ~q onto ~" -Jq.o M 
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Proof. Use Lemma 22 and Remark 17. 0 
Remark 24. For all q x q complex matrices A and B, the identity 
(;)*(-J,)(i) =B*A+A*B (33) 
holds true. In particular 9$“‘, , &‘j’$ and @‘$$ are nonempty sets. 4’ 
Now we will continue to consider the mapping 5FQ4’ given in Eq. (22) in the 
case p =qandE=C,. 
Lemma 25. (a) ~~$ c [ql,fi),,,(*,d2),, 1 l 
(b) For each [A, B] E 9@$, the inequality det( B + A) # 0 holds and 
s?)( [A, B]) is a contractive matrix which satisfies 
sF;~‘([A, B]) = (B - A)(B + A)-‘. (34) 
(c) If [A, B] E &“I , the s(“~)( [A, B]) is strictly contractive. 
(d) rf [A, B] E 9$$, the $$I( [A, B]) is unitary. 
(e) Let K E @ qxq “k’hen [I - K, I + K] is a nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair a 
which satisfies 
5$y([I - K,I +K]) = K. (3% 
If K belongs to odqxq, then [I - K, I + K] is (-J,)-nonnegative. 
(f’) For each K E Dqxq, the nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair [I - K, I + K] is 
( -.Jq )-positive. 
(g) For each K E Uqxq, the nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair [I - K, I + K] is 
( -Jq)-neutral. 
Proof. Let [A, B] E 9(9*9). Then C := A*A + B*B is positive Hermitian. In view 
of Remark 24, we have 
(A + Bj*(A + B) = (;)*(-J,)(;) +c* 
Thus, if [A, B] E 9’_‘$ 2 , then [A4, B] obviously satisfies det(B + A) # 0, 
[A,B] E [~f,l~l,q.(II~~,q] and Eq. (34). For Y := $t’( [A, B]) we obtain 
I - Y*Y = 2(B + A)-*(B*A + A*B)(B + A)-‘. 
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In view of the identity (33), then parts (a)-(d) are proved. Now let K E C qxq. 
Then (I - K)* (I - K) + (I + K)* (I + K) = 2(1 + K'K) and 
(, ,,, _ ,  
I+K  ( - Jq)  I -~-K 
and the identity (35) follows easily by straightforward calculation. The rest is 
plain now. I--I 
Now we will consider the mapping tr~ ql defined by Eq. (23) in the case p = q 
and E = Cq. 
(q,q) o'(q'q)cq is a bijective mapping of (~_&. >. ) onto ~'~q×q Theorem 26. (a) Rstr.<.~%q,_~q ~>  
O "(q'q) is a bijective mapping of i.o~(q.q) \ \J-_jq.>l onto Dq×q. (b) Rstr.<,,%~ ) c~ 
I,~(q'q) \~(q'q) is a bUective mapping of ~" -j,.o/ onto qFq×q. (c) Rstr.<.~,% ,0 ) c~ 
Proof. Since the matrix Cq is nonsingular we see from Proposition 13 that is 
sufficient to show that the equations 
¢7(q'q)((~(q-)qql )) = ~Xqxq, tT(q'q) f/:_~ (q'q) )) --- Dq×q c~ >~ c~ k v -J~.> , 
(q,q) 
a(q'q) ( (;~-Jq.O) -- 1Yq×q 
are valid. However, these identities follow immediately from Lemma 25. [2 
Corollary 27. Let [t4, B] E ~tq)~!/>" Then K := ~ q) ([,4, n]) 
matrix whLI1 satisfies ([A,B]) = ([I K, I  + K]). 
is a contractive 
Proof. Use Lemma 25 and Theorem 26. [2 
temma 28. (a) Let [A,B] E ~tq_)q)>. Then [A,B l is proper if and only if 
K := ~'q) ([A,B]) satisfies det(l + Ki"~ 0. 
(b) ~ach (-Jq)-positive nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair is necessarily proper. 
Proof. (a) Use Corollary 27. 
(b) Each strictly contractive matrix G satisfies necessarily det(l + G) ~ 0. In 
view of part (c) of Lemma 25 and Corollary 27, thus the assertion stated in (b) 
follows. I-1 
Rstr.( ~%~, ¢7 (q'q) bijective mapping of \:~, _jq. >t Theorem 29. t.)~q~l) is a i,,D(q.q) N ~'q))  , > . .~)  cq 
[] "- {K E det ( l+K)  ~ 0}. onto P;~qxq -- ~qxq: 
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Proof. The matrix Cq is nonsingular. Thus, in view of Proposition 13 and part 
(a) of Lemma 28 it is sufficient to show that 
• C¢7~qq)(/oD(q,q) n~,q))) ~qxq -- L \°" -dq, >> - ;" 
holds. However, this is clear since part (e) of Lemma 25 yields that, for each 
K E ~qxq' • the pair [ I -  K,I + K] belongs to JJ~(q'q)__jq, >>.N~ q and satisfies 
Eq. (35). !-1 
Remark 30. Let G be a dq-contractive 2q x 2q complex matrix. Since 
CqJqCq-- jqq holds true, it is readily checked that H := GCq is a jqq-Jq- 
contractive matrix. If 
GII Gi2 ) (36) 
G = G21 G22 
is the q x q block partition of G, then one can easily see from parts (a) and (b) 
of Lemma 8 in [8], that det(G2~ +G22)# 0 and that F = (G2~ +G22) -! 
(G22 - G21) belongs to ~qxq.  If G is dq-unitary, then F is unitary. 
In the following, we will continue to use the q x q block partition (36) if a 
2q x 2q complex matrix G is given. 
Theorem 31. Let G be a Jq-contractive 2q x 2q complex matrix. Then 
a \\'--J~. ~ .. - , 
,~lq.ql _j~,> C_ [~o.,,.~22] and 
(37) 
(q'q) O~ q 0 G-(q'q)((:~Jq,...)) C__ . (38) 
Proof. Let [A, B l E 'J~(q'q) n [(if'G2. ,G,, ] 
tr~"'q)"--,B " - -~  (([A ])) saUsfies'"-4'~> - " Y 
Then det(G21A + G22B) # 0 and 
Y G( A i ( Iq ) - B) (G2'A + G22B)- 
This implies 
(') (,) r+ r*= (-4) /q 
(;) () "- (G21A + G22B)-* G,(_Jv)G A (G, IA 
B " 
+ G22B)-'. (39) 
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Because G is Jq-contractive, thus we obtain 
l _ . (A )*  (A ) (G , .A+Gz2B)_  , (40) Re Y >t -~(G2~A + Gz2B) B (-Jq) B 
Since the nondegenerate (q,q)-column pair [,4, B] is (-./,t)-nonnegative, wethen 
get Y E ~.  Hence Eq. (37) is verified. Now we assume that [,4,B] belongs to 
~_~(q'q) , _j,,>. From Lemma 25 we see that det (B+A)~0 holds and that 
K := (B - A)(B + A) -! belongs to  ~qxq. On the other hand, we know from Re- 
mark 30 that the matrix H := GCq is jqq-Jq-contractive. Let 
(H,,  H,2) (41) 
H := /-/_'l H22 
be the q x q block partition of H. Then part (c) of Lemma 8 in [8] shows 
det(H21K +//.,2) ~ 0. An easy calculation yields 
1-12~K + H22 = x/~-(G21A + G,.,_B)(B + A) -I (42) 
Thus det(G21A + G22B) -¢ 0, i.e., [A,B] E [~G,~.~_,_,] holds true. Hence 
• ~(q'q)-sq,> c [~G_,,.t~2_,] is proved. Since the nondegenerate (q,q)-column pair 
[A,B] is (-Jq)-positive, the inequality (40) implies Y E .~q. Consequently, 
Eq. (38) is proved as well. [] 
Corollary 32. Let G be a Jq-contractive matrix. 
, • C q×q defined mapping "~ 'q)  ~G21.G,~--* 
c-I ~(q'q) [ ,)h >I -- ~" G ~'/'~gq 0 ~G21.G22 ) C_ .~  and "(flq'q) ,,I.),~> C_ .~q.  
> C ~a,~.G,,. The Then .)~q . . . .  
by (5)--(7) satisfies 
Proof. Let R E/,¢_.q >~ f] ~ G,. .G,, From part (d) of Lemma 22 and Remark 1"~,. 
tr(q'q) ¢(q.qi n [96,,.~::] and ~q ' (R)  = "G (([R, lq])). then we know that [R, lq] ~. _j~. >I 
(qq) .... I> Y~q. Part (e) of Thus Theorem 31 provides 6e 6" (R)E ,Rq . Now let R E 
~(q,q) Lemma 22 then yields that [R, lq] belongs to,  _j,,.>. Theorem 31 thus implies 
. 'J' >.  Eli [R, lq] ~ [~:,.G::], i.e., R ~ ~G.,.6::, and finally ~'ql(R) ~ :#q 
Lemma 33. Let G be a Jq-contractive mairix, and let H := GCq. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i),~(q'q/_j~. >. C_ [~c,,.6,: 1. 
(ii) g "= (G21 + (722)- (G22 -G,_l) is strictly contractive. 
(iii) ~Xqx q C ~,21.n22 .
(iv) h "= Hql/-/_,! is strictly contractive. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3 in [12] and Remark 30 we easily get that G2~ + G22 and 
/-/22 are nonsingular matrices and that (iii) holds true if and only if (iv) is valid. 
Since g = h can be easily verified, the equivalence of (ii) and (iv) is trivial. 
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(q,q) . ~. 
According to Lemma 25, for every pair [A,B] E. ~_~,~>, . w~ have 
det(B + A) # 0 and the matrix K := (B - A)(B +,4)- is contractwe. More- 
over, the identity (42) is fulfilled. Thus we see that (iii) implies 
det(G21A + G22B)# 0 and consequently (i). It remains to check that (iii) is 
necessary for (i). Assume that (i) is fulfilled, and that K is an arbitrary element 
of Kq×q. By virtue of Theorem 26, then there is a unique ([A,B]) E (~f !  >I ) 
such that a~ft([A,B])= K. Thus Lemma 25 shows det (B+A)#0 and 
K = (B - A)(B + A) -I. Because of (i) then det(G21A + G22B) :/: 0 is valid. 
Hence the identity (42) yields K E ~n2~,n,.2, i.e., (iii) holds true. E] 
Remark 34. Let G be a Jq-unitary matrix. From Remark 30 and Lemma 33 one 
, ~(q'q) which does not belong to can easily see that there exists a pair [,4 B] E _j~, >1 
Lemma 35. I f  G is a Jq-unitary matrix, then ¢7~ 'q) [/a~(q'q) ) 0 n Q,.,]  C_ 
Proof. Let ([A,B]) E ~(-qf)o N [~a2,,a,,] and set Y := o'~'q)(([A,B])). Using the 
• - -  q~ . 
identity (39) we easdy obtain Re Y -Z Oqxq. [7 
In the following, let 
( 511 512) and V--  ( ViI V12) (43) 
U- -  521 022 V2i V22 
be q x q block partitions if 2q x 2q complex matrices U or V are given. Observe 
that a result due to Potapov [21] (see also Theorem 1.6.1 in [6]) shows that if U 
is a Aq-Contractive matrix, then ~q×q C ~521,U22 and ~(~'q)(~'qxq) ~ ~q×q. 
Cl~(q'q)I~qxq) C Dq is Lemma 36. Let U be a jqq-Contractive matrix for which ' -v  ~ - ×q 
satisfied Then V := CqU is a Aq-Jq-contractive matrix which fulfills 
__ ~> ~qxq C ~|~1.~2 and ,9*°~'q) (~qxq) ~ iO~q. 
Proof. Because Cq is Jq-jqq-unitary, we immediately see that V is a jqq-Jq- 
cP(q,q) contractive matrix. Let K E ~qxq. By assumption, then Y :=, -v  (Kqxq) 
belongs to Dq×q. Since the matrix Cq is obviously .~q-Jq-unitary, then part (c) 
of Lemma 8 in [8] yields that X := ,9~ 'q)(Y) is a well-defined matrix which 
belongs to ;~q. Using a further result o~a linear fractional transformations of
matrices due to Potapov [21] (see also [6], Proposition 1.6.3), we finally obtain 
X - ,~(q'q) (.~(~'q) (K) ) = ,~:(vq'q}(K). I--1 K E ~, l~:  and c~ 
Theorem 37. Let U be a jqq-Contractive matrixJbr which ~(q'q) C Dq×v is 
satisfied. Then G:=CqUCq is a Jq-contractive matrix which fulfills 
;#~(q'q)_jq, >t C [~G,.,.G,] and tT(~'q)(,ol)(q'q) )  C O~,q 
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Proof. Since Cq is a matrix which is Jq-jqq-Unitary a(nd)jqq-Jq-unitary, it is 
readily checked that G is Jq-contractive. Let [A,B] E ~ q)q/>. Then Lemma 25 
shows that [A,B] E [~G.,,,c.,_,] and that K := ~qq)([A,B])-belongs to ~qxq. I f  we 
set V := CqU, then G = VCq, and Lemma 36 provides K E c~r2,,r2, " and 
,.g°(vq'q)(K ) E ~q. Since Proposition 14 yields 
a(q,q)/ ,.(q,q)l (_~'(q,q)(~qq) ) 
G ~,([A,B])) -" "G k[A,B])-" o.v $ ([A,B]) -- o~'(vq'q)(K), 
the proof is complete, l-1 
Remark 38. Let U be a jqq-Contractive matrix for which ,.(/'~'q)([]~q×q) c [Dqxq is 
satisfied. From Lemma 36 then it is clear that V := CqU is a jqq-Jq-contractive 
matrix which fulfills ~qxq ~ ~151,~2 and, in view of Lemma 3 in [12], the matrix 
V2~ l l~! belongs to ~qxq. Furthermore, Theorem 37 and Lemma 33 show that 
G := CqUCq is a Jq-contractive matrix for which (G21 + G22) -! (G22 - G21) is 
strictly contractive. 
Theorem 39. Let W be a Jq-jqq-Unitary matrix, and let 
w,, w22 (44) 
~(q,ql C [~,.l~_,] and --(q'q) is an injee- be the q x q block partition of  W. Then _jq. >: _ o w 
tive mapping which satisfies 
T(q'q ((d~(q'q) ) W • " -Jq.>1) "- ~qxq, 
O'(W q'q) k\o'_jq,>//~(q'q) )) -" D qxq, 
and 
tT (q ,q)  (q.q) IV ((;~i~-j;,O)) ='~qxq" (45) 
Proof. Each Jq-jqq-unitary matrix is necessarily nonsingular. Thus Proposition 
13 shows tbat o W-(q'q) is injective. It is readily checked that U := WCq is a Jaq- 
unitary matrix which fulfills W = UCq. From Lemma 25 we know that ~tq)q.J >~ 
is a subset of [~(I/v~)/~,(l/v~)/,]" Further, we see from Theorem 26 that 
¢7(q'q)/lJl~(q'q) ) a(q'q'( (q'q) ) 
Cq k \O, jq, >1 ) --" ~qxq, Cq ~,~i~_jq,> ) = Dq×q and 
tT(q,q) (q,q) Cq ( (~-Jq.O) = -~q×q" 
Theorems 1.6.1 and 1.6.2 in [6] and their proofs show that ~qxq • ~U21.U22, 
~( q,q ) Qp( q,q )
U ([]~qxq) "-- ~q×q, ":U (Dq×q) "- Dqxq and 
~(q,q) U (-Irqxq)-- ~qxq. 
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~/~(q,q) Hence the application of Proposition 14 provides ~ _j~ c_ [vjw,~.w_,,] and 
o-(q'q) ~k\o, _jq, ) /D-D(q' ) >~ __ ~(q,q)~f ~l(q'q)_jq, >>- ~/ -- (p(q'q) ~k Cq ~ " f ,ff~(q'q) ) )  IV "I U >1 
: (~q ) ) ( -P (q 'q ) (~;~qxq)  = ~'~qxq (-P(q'q) q) I [ "~(q'q) ) --" "1 U 
and, analogously, the identities tated in Eq. (45). I:3 
5., Meromorphic nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs 
The goal of this section is to generalize the results obtained in Section 3 to 
meromorphic matrix-valued functions. 
Let G be a simply connected omain of the extended complex domain 
Co := C U {~}. The symbol ~¢/(G) (respectively, ~'~(G)) will be used to denote 
the set of all complex-valued functions which are meromorphic (respectively, 
holomorphic) in G. If A E [,/[[(G)] p×q, then we will write I]-I]A for the set of all 
points of analyticity of A (in G). 
Definition 40. Let A E [J[(G)] p×q, and let B E [.~t[(G)] qxq. Then [A,B] is called a 
meromorphic nondegenerate (p, q )-column pair in G, if the set .A:'[A.B] of all 
z E HA n Hs for which det(A*(z)A(z) +B*(z)B(z)) = 0 holds true is a discrete 
subset of G. A meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair [A, B] in G for 
which A belongs to [.~(G)] p×q and B belongs to [,o,~(G)] qxq is said to be a 
holomorphic nondegenerate ~,q)-column pair in G. A holomorphic nondegene- 
rate (p,q)-column pair [,4, B] in G is called complete if-t/'[A.B] = ~. 
We will continue to use the notation 'J~"'IA.BI given in Definition 40. Further- 
more, let (p,q)-.#~(G) (respectively, (p,q)-,~:?(G)) the set of all meromor- 
phic (respectively, holomorphic) nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs in G. The 
set of all complete holomorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs will be de- 
noted by (p, q)-~c,:~:P(G). 
Remark 4i. Let A E [,#(G)] pxq and B E [.,/[(G)] q×q. Ifdet B does not identically 
vanish in G, then [A,B] belongs to (p,q)-.//.#(G). 
Remark 42. Let A E [.J~(G)] p×q and B E [,~'(G)] qxq. If det B does not identically 
vanish in G, then [A,B] belongs to (p, q)-,h:;¢(G). If det B nowhere vanishes in 
G, then [A,B] E I.g:P(G). 
Lemma 43. Let A E [..#(G)] p×q ~,nd B E [./#(G)] q×q. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) [A,B] E (p,q)-.#:~(G). 
(ii) There is a Zo E HA M HB such that det(A*(zo)A(zo) + B*(zo)B(zo)) ~ O. 
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Proof. One can easily see that (ii) is necessary for (i). To show that (ii) is 
sufficient for (i) we assume that (ii) is satisfied. If we set C .= ( A ) B ' then we see 
that rank C(zo) = q. Hence we can find p rows such that if we cancel these p 
rows of C, then we get a q × q matrix-valued function X which is meromorphic 
in G and which fulfills det X(zo)~0. Therefore the set ,A/'detX :-- 
{z E Ill]x: det X(z) = 0} is a discrete subset of G. For all 
z E (HA O IH]a) \ .-'ffdet X, then det X(z) ~L 0, i.e., rank C(z) = q holds true. 
Consequently, ~4r[A,BI C_ (G \ (Ha fq I]-I]B)) t" ~¥'det X- Thus we can conclude that 
(i) is valid. [] 
Remark 44. (a) Let Q E [,J[[(G)] q×q be such that det Q does not identically 
vanish in G, and [A,B] E (p, q)-.///~( G). Then it is readily checked that 
[AQ, BQ] also belongs to (p,q)-~.//:P(G). 
(b) Let Q E [ Jr(G)] q×q and [A,B] E (p ,q ) -~ ' .~(G) .  If det Q nowhere vani- 
shes in G, then [AQ, BQ] belongs to (p, q)- r~.~:P(G). 
Definition 45. Pairs [Ai,Bl] and [A2,B2] which belong to (p,q)-..#:~(G) are said 
to be equivalent if there exists a function Q E [ J [(G)] q×q for which the following 
two statements are satisfied. 
(i) The function det Q does not identically vanish in G. 
(ii) The identities A2 = A~Q and B., = B~Q are fulfilled. 
One can easily see that the relation given in Definition 45 is a equivalence 
relation on (p, q)-.I/:~( G). If [A,B] E (p,q)-.//.P(G), then we will write 
([A,B]) for the equivalence class of all pairs [C,D] E (p,q)-./LP(G) which are 
equivalent to [,4, B]. Further, we set 
:= { ([A 8]): [A,a] e 6o, 
Definition 46. A meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair [A,B] in G is 
said to be proper if the function det B does not identically vanish in G. 
Remark 47. If [A, B] is a proper meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair 
in G, then every meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pair in G which is 
equivalent to [A, B] is proper as well. 
In view o.C Remark 47 it makes sense to speak of equivalence classes of 
proper meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column pairs in G. We will write 
(p, q)-~//~D(G) for the set of all proper meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-col- 
umn pairs in G. Moreover, then ((p,q)-.t/:~D(G)) desisnates the set of all 
equivalence classes ([A,B]) for which [A,B] belongs to (p,q)-~//:~n(G). 
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Remark 48. Let [A,B] be a proper meromorphic nondegenerate (p,q)-column 
pair in G. Then [AB -I ,IY] is a proper meromorphic nondegenerate b, q)- 
column pair which is equivalent o [A, B]. 
Lemma 49. ?‘!E mapping &;G : [J’I(G)]~“~ + ((p, q)-Afpo(G)) given by 
YH;~(A) := ([A, Iq]) is buective. 
Proof. The injectivity of fiM,G is obvious. If [A,B] is an arbitrary element of 
en we know from Remark 48 that Ym;~(AB-‘) = ([A$]). 
Hence &@ is surjective as well. 0 
In the following, if a (p + q) x (p + q) matrix-valued function W is given, 
then we will work with the block partition (44) of W where Wi 1 is a p x p block. 
If W E [,(G)]@+“‘“@‘” and if [A, B] E (p, q)+W(G), then let 
J@W;[U?] :== (2 E ww n WA n @3: [A(z),B@)] @ [~&,(f),W&)] 1. (46) 
The set .MW;pA,s] i  a discrete subset of G if and only if the function 
det WzlA + I&B) does not identically vanish in G. In this case, we set 
I &P.9 b9) := (I&4 + &zB)( KiA + &#)-‘, i.e., B~.~~ BJ is the unique function 
w%l”dE belongs to [JY(G)]~“’ and which admits thk iepresentation 
+&(z) = (41 MA(z) + W;~(z)B(z))(h (z)A(z) + Wzz(z)B(z))-’ (47) 
for all z E Ww n WA n WB \ dtIw;[A,Bj. 
Lemma 50. Let W E [.~(G)]@‘q~x~“‘9’ and [Al, BI] E (p, q)-&T(G) be such that 
JV~++, ,B,l is a ciiscrete subset of G. Further, Ief [AZ, Bz] E (p, q)-.&B(G) be such 
that 
@*Y) 
([Al,& 
1, 
) := ([AZ, Ba]). Th en 
4) 
.# W;[A2,Btl is also a discrete subset of G and 
%[A, ,B,] = %v$4g*] holds true. 
Proof. By assumption there is a Q E [J+$‘(G)]~“~ such that det Q does not 
identically vanish in G and that the identities A2 = Al Q and B2 = BlQ are 
satisfied. Let 
H := ww n (WA, n WY,) \ -l’[&ll,]) n (WA2 n k,) \ “IrlAz.Szl) 
n {Z E lHl,:det Q(Z) # O}. 
ThenG\HandN:= {z E H: [A&),Bl(z)] 4 [%~,(z).~22(z,]} are obviously dis- 
crete subsets of G. For each z E H \ N, the nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs 
1 9 I (4 9 BI (41 
[ 
<and [Al(z), Bz(z)] are equivalent, and [Al (z), B1 (z)] belongs to 
a,,, (Z)*Cfi#J I. Applying Lemma 11 we obtain that, for all z E H \ N, the pair 
[AZ(Z), Bt(z)] belongs to [g w~,(~).~~z~(~)] as well, and that 
~~~j([4 (z), 4 (z>i> = 5$@2(z), Bz(z)l) (48) 
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is satisfied. From H \ N c_ G \ J / . ,  iA2,a21 and G \ (H \ N) = (G \ H) U N we get 
d'/'w:lA2.s2I C_ (G \ H)U N, where (G \ H)U N is a discrete subset of G. Hence 
• //w.la, B,l is a discrete subset of G. Thus we see from Eq. (48) that 
fi(p,q) "' 7 \ (p,q) w:iA.,n.l~Z) = ~w;iA,,a:](z) is fulfilled for all z E H \ N. Consequently, the func- 
tions ~(P'q) and Co,q) coincide. DJ ~" W;[,4 ! ,all ~W:[A2,/$2] 
Let W E [~/[[(G)] (p+q)×(p+q). Then, in view of Lemma 50 we will use 
((~w21,~2)) to denote that set of all ([A,B]) E ((p,q)- J l : (G)) for which the 
set ~¢lw, tA,a] given by Eq. (46) is a discrete subset of G. Further, for each 
([A,B]) E ((~w2.,w2,.)), let tr~i~IA.al > be that [~¢[(G)] p q-function which is given by 
(P'q) WI2B) W22B) -I aw:<tA,aI>(z) = (WilA + (W,.IA + . (49) 
6. J-Nonnegative meromorphic nondegenerate (p, q)-column pairs 
Now we will extend the results of Section 4 to meromorphic matrix-valued 
functions. 
Definition 51. Let J be a Hermitian (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrix and 
[A, B] E (p, 
(a) The pair [,4, B] i~ called J-nonnegative if the matrix 
kS(z) S S(z) (501 
is nonnegative Hermitian for all z E HA M Ha. 
(b) The pair [A,B] is said to be J-positive if there is a discrete subset ~[A,el of 
HA N Ha such that C(z) is positive Hermitian for all z E H,~ fq Ha \ ~IA.al. 
(c) The pair [A,B] is called J-neutral if C(z) = Oq~q for each z E HA fq Ha. 
Let us use (p,q)-~j. >~ (G) (respectively, (p,q)-~j.>(G)) to denote the set of 
all J-nonnegative (respectively, J-positive) meromorphic nondegenerate 
(p,q)-column pairs in G. Further, we will write (p,q)-,~j,0(G) for the set of 
all pairs which belong to (p, q)-~[~(G) and which are J-neutral. 
Remark 52. Let J be a Hermitian (p + q) x (p + q) complex matrix, and let 
[AI,BI] E (p,q)-~//~(G) and [A2,B2] E (p,q)-,/[~(G) be such that ([Ai,Bi]) 
= ([A2,B2]). Then it is readily checked that the following equivalences hold 
true. 
(a) [AI,B~] E (p,q)-~j, >~ (G) if and only if [/12,B2] E (p,q)-~j,>~ (G). 
(b) [Ai,Bi] E (p, q)-~j,> (G) if and only if [A2,B2] E (p, q)-~j.> (G). 
(c) [A~,B~] E (p,q)-~j,o(G) if and only if [AE,B2] E ~,q)-~j,o(G). 
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In view of Remark 52 it is meaningful to introduce the notation 
<C",q)-&-> (C)) := {([A,B]): [A,B] E C,,,q)-~, >. (G)}. 
Furthermore, we will use the notations ((p, q)-~a.> (G)) and ((p,q)-~a.o(G)}, 
which are analogously defined. 
Now we again specify the Herrnitian matrix J. We will turn our attention to 
the 2q x 2q signature matrix Jq which is given by Eq. (31). 
Propos i t ion  53. (a) For each [A,B]E (q,q)-~_jq I> (G), the equivalence class 
>, .,.-- (q,q) ' ([A,B]} belongs to ((~(I/v~)t,,,(I/~)/~) ana aC,,:<[A,B] > is a function wkich belongs 
,.e(q,q) to the Schur class ,gt'q×q(G) and admits the representation "c~:<{a.nl>- 
(B- A)(B + A)-'. 
(b) I f  S is an arbitrary function which belongs to ,Sfq×q(G), then 
[I - S,I  + S] E (q,q)-~_j~,>~ (G) tq (q,q)-~c%~, ;~(G) and 
7 ( q,q ) 
cq:<l/-s./+s}> = S. (51) 
(c) For each !A,B] E (q,q)-~_jq.>~ (G), the pair [I -- ff(q'q)cq;{[A,B]), I-~-ff(q'q)cq;(lA,B])l] 
belongs to (q,q)-~_j,.>. (G) fq (q,q)-'lC~'i~(G), and the identity 
(7 (q'q) ] ,+  ) ' G:<[A,t*])' c~:(I*BI}J 
hoMs true. 
Proof. (a) Let [A,B] E (q, q)-.#_j,,. ~> (G). From Lemma 25 then we see that, for 
all z E .~I..t.t~l := (HA N [H]B) \.l'[a.~l, the pair [A(z),B(z)] belongs to 
[cJtl/~)/,,.{i/~)/,,] and satisfies det (B(z)+A( : ) )~0,  and the t'unction 
f :  .~[a.t~] --, C q×q given by f ( - )  := (B(z) -A(z))(B(z) +A(z)) -I satisfies 
f(z) ~ ~qxq for all z E .Y'-[.4.t~l. Since G\.~la.a ] is a discrete subset of G, 
Riemann's theorem on removable isolated singularities of a bounded mero- 
morphic function shows that f can be extended to a function that belongs to 
~'q×q(G) Since t7 (q'q) c~:<[a.~]) (z) = f(z) is obviously fulfilled for all z E ~ part • , [a,~],  
(a) is verified. 
(b) Let S E .g¢'q×,t(G ). According to part (e) of Lemma 25, for all z E G the 
nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair [I - S(z), 1 + S(z)] belongs to 
(q,q)-,P_j,,>~ (G)fq (q,q)-l'.~'.~(G) and satisfies the equation "(q'q):[l S(7.), ~cq ~ - 
1 + S(z)]) - S(z). According to (a), part (b) is also proved. 
(c) Let [A,B] E (q,q)-.~_a,,. ~ (G). In view of the proof of part (a), for all 
z fi -~'IA.B), we have det(B(z) + A(z)) ¢ 0 and 
/ -- o.(q'q) ) Cq:<[a,H]) ( a  
tT(q.'/) I + c,:/I,,,B])(z) 
B(,.) ) Q(z), 
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where Q := 2(B + ,4)- 
and(b)• I--1 
• Thus the assertion stated in part (c) follows from (a) 
Theorem 54. By the formula 
Z(<[A,B]>) := (52) 
a well-de/ined and bijective mapph~g ~" ((q,q)-.9_j,,.> (G)) --..9~q×q(G) is given. 
Proof. In view of parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 53, we see that the mapping _= 
is well-defined and surjective. On the other hand, the application of part (c) of 
Proposition 53 provides that Z is one-to-one. I-1 
Remark 55. Let .7. ((q,q)-,:_~,,.~> (G) )~ ,g¢:q×q(G) be defined by Eq. (52). 
Then part (b) of Proposition 53 yields immediately that the inverse mapping 
~[-I] of .~ admits the representation =[-S](g)= ( [ l -g , l+g] )  for all 
g E .~/~qxq(G). 
Lemma 56. Let [A,B] E (q,q)':¢-4.>(G). Then, 
(a) The meromorphic nomlegenerate (q,q)-cohmm pair [A,B] is necessarily 
proper. 
(b) Thejunction f2 := AB -! belongs to the CarathEodory class ~q(G) .  For all 
z E G, the matrix f2(z) behmgs to ~ll/~lq.ll/v~t,,, and its realpart Re f2(z) is pos- 
itive Hermitian. 
(c) The q × q Schur fimction _l,l.,jl o-~.,:/[.~.t~ii is strictly contractive and admits the rep- 
resentation a~;,:~l..t.Bi } - , ,, 
Proof. By assumption there is a discrete subset ~[A.B] of HA N H~ such that the 
matrix C(z) given by Eq. (50) is positive Hermitian for all z E H.4 N []q]B \ ~[A.BI. 
Let ,T := HA n [H]n \ (~[A.t~l t_J A 'iA,RI). Part (b) of Lemma 28 then shows that 
[A(z),B(z)] is a proper nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair for each z E .T. Hence 
f2 is a well-defined function which belongs to [.[[(G)] ct×q and, in view of part (b) 
of Lemma 22, which satisfies f2(z) E ~q for all z E ~.  Since G \ ,T is a discrete 
subset of G, we can conclude that f2 belongs to ~'q(G) (see, e.g., [6], Lemma 
2.1.9). Moreover, we see from Proposition 2.1.3 and part (b) of Lemma 1.1.13 
in [6] that f2(z) E .#q and det(l + f2(z) =~ 0 are satisfied for all z E G. Since 
([A,B]~. = ([f2,1,1]) is valid, it follows 
¢7 (q'q) --(q'q) -- ()P(q'q)(,Q). (53)  
c,~:([.4.t~]} = °c , j : ( l~. tq l}  - -  " I~,~] 
¢7(q'q) Part (c) of Proposition 2.1.3 in [O] yields that the q × q Schur function c,,:(I.,~.Bl> 
in G is even strictly contractive• I--1 
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Remark 57. Part (f) of Lemma 25 and part (b) of Lemma 28 show that, for 
every strictly contractive q x q Schur function S in G, the pair [I - S, I + S] is a 
proper and (-Jq)-positive holomorphic nondegenerate (q, q)-column pair in G. 
Lenuna 58. (a) l f  [A B] belongs to (q,q)-:-j~o(G) then the function ¢7 (q'q) i$' , , ' Cq : ( [A ,B] )  
constant with unitary value. 
(b) I f  S" G--. C q×q is a constant function with unitary value, then 
[ I -  S, I  + S] belongs to (q,q)-~_j~,o(G). 
Proof. (a) Let [A,B] belong to (q,q)-~_j~,o(G). For each z E (H.4NHB) 
\~A/'[A,B], then [A(z),B(z)] is a (-Jq)-neutral nondegenerate (q,q)-column pair 
and, by virtue of part (c) of Theorem 26, a~'.~)[A B1)(z) is unitary. From part 
(a) of Proposition 53 we know that tr~'~la~, 'b*elongs to 6eq×q(G). Thus 
Lemma 2.1.4 in [6] implies that a~'.~l A B]/ i~"~ c~nstant function (with unitary 
value). 
(b,) Use part (g) of Lemma 25. i-1 
Remark 59. Let [A,B] belongs to (q,q)-;~_j~, >. (G). Then part (c)of Proposition 
, 6 (q'q) 53 shows that [A B] is proper if and only if det(l + C~,<[A,B]>J does not 
identically vanish in G. Since ,,Iq,ql belongs to ~q×q(G) (see part (a) of " Cq;([A,B]) 
Proposition 53), Lemrna 2.1.7 in [6] provides then that [A,B] is proper if and 
tr ( q ,q ) only if de!(/+ ~c~:<[A.nl>) nowhere vanishes in G. 
Theorem 60. Let =-" ((q,q)-,#_j~, >>. (G)) ~ ~Oeq×q(G) be &:fined by (52). Then, 
(a) Rstr.<cq,~)..g j,,.:,ta)> --" is a bijective mapping of ( (q, q)-~#_j,,.> (G) ) onto the set 
of all strictly contractive q x q Schur functions in G. 
(b) Rstr.<<q,q~..~o j, o(c,l> ~ is a bijective mapping of ((q,q)-:¢_j~.o(G)) onto the set 
of all constant q x q Schur functions in G with unitary value. 
Proof. Theorem 54 shows that _-- is one-to-one. Then the assertion stated in 
part (a) follows from part (c) of Lemma 56, Remark 57 and part (b) of 
Proposition 53. Finally, part (b) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 58 
and part (b) of Proposition 53. El 
Theorem 61. Let =_" ((q,q)-:#_j~. >>. (G)) --~ .9°q×q(G) be defined by (54), and let 
(q, ~[] q)-. _j~. >~ (G) be the set of all proper pairs which belong to (q, q)-:P_j,,, t> (G). 
Then Rstr.((qq) ~/ ~ (GI) S is a bijective mapping of ((q,q).~t3jq >t (G)) onto the 
• " ° ,  -. q ,  :~ • ~ q 
set oJ all q x q SchurJunctions S #l G for which det(l + S) nowhere vanishes in G. 
Proof. Use Theorem 54, Remark 59 and part (b) of Proposition 53. I--1 
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7. Various types of resolvent matrices 
In this section, we will specify the simply connected omain G. We will con- 
sider matrix-valued functions which are meromorphic in the open unit disc 
D := {z E C: [z] < 1 }. The main goal of this section is to "translate" different 
types of (right) resolvent matrices of the matricial Carath6odory problem. 
Hereby, if a function W E [~'(G)] 2q×2q with q x q block partition (44) and an 
equivalence class ([A,B]) E {(~w2,,w2:)) are given, then we will again use the 
(q,q) 
symbol ¢rw,(iA,n] >for the function introduced by Eq. (51). Furthermore, we ob- 
serve that the matrix Cq given by Eq. (18) satisfies 2_  . _  Cq - 12q, Cq - Cq and 
CqjqqCq -- Jq. 
Remember that type I resolvent matrices for nondegenerate Carath~odory 
problems were introduced in Definition 2. 
Definition 62. Let (rk)~=0 be a nondegenerate q × q Carath6odory sequence. A 
2q x 2q complex matrix-valued function A is called a right type H resolvent 
matrix of the Carath$odory problem with respect o (rk)~-=0 if the following 
three conditions are satisfied. 
(i) The function det A does not identically vanish in D. 
(ii) If Eq. (14) is the q x q block partition of A, then 
((q,q)-i~_jq.>>. (D))  C ((~A2~.A22))" (54) 
(iii) The mapping ~ : ((q,q)-:~_j~.>~ (D)) ~ [,~[(D)] q×q given by 
--(q'q) (55) 
fulfills 
~zx(((q,q)-~-jq,>~ (D))) = ~q[F0, F , , . . .  ,F,]. (56) 
Recall the fact which was already stated in Remark 4 that the Cayley trans- 
form of a nondegenerate q x q Carath6odory sequence is a nondegenerate 
q x q Schur sequence. 
Now we are able to prove the main theorem of this section. It describes in- 
terrelations between different ypes of resolvent matrices connected with non- 
degenerate Carath6odory or Schur interpolation problems. 
Theorem 63. Let (Fk )~.=o be a nondegenerate q x q Carath~odory sequence, and 
let (Ak)~=0 be the Cayley transform of (Fk)~=0. Further, let D,A and ~7 be 
2q × 2q complex matrix-valued fimctions which are meromorphic n D and which 
satisfy the identities 
A -- CqDCq and V = CqD. (57) 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
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(i) ~7 is a right type I resolvent matrix of the Carath~odory problem with res- 
II pect to ( F, ),=o. 
(ii) A is a right type H resolvent matrix of the CarathEodory problem with res- 
pect to (F,)~=o. 
(iii) D is ~t right resolvent matrix of the Schur problem with respect o (A,)~:o. 
Proof. First we observe that Lemma 5 shows that Eqs. (16) and (17) hold true. 
We know from Theorem 54 that the mapping -=" ((q,q)-~_j~,>~(D)) 
6eq×q(D) defined by Eq. (52) is bijective. Further, because of C 2 =/2q we 
get from Eq. (59) that 
VCq=A and D=CqACq (58) 
are satisfied. Let V,A and D be partitioned into q x q blocks via Eqs. (14) 
and (15). 
(i) =~ (ii): Let (i) be satisfied. Then it follows from Eq. (57) that det V does 
not identically vanish in D. Moreover, we see from (i) and Theorem 54 that, for 
f2 := ~lvl (_(([A,B]))) be- each pair [A,B] E (q,q)-~-s~.>~ ([I)), the function (q'q) '~ 
longs to ~q[Fo, FI,.:.,F,,] and, conversely, for each qJ E ~q[Fo, Fl,...,F,], 
there is a pair [A,B]E(q,q)-~_jq.>.(D) for which the representation 
C,t,c~) qj = 5elv I (_=(([A,/~]))) holds true. Thus, in order to show that (ii)is valid it re- 
mains to verify that 
([A,B]) ~ ((~:,,A::)) (59) 
and 
cf(q,q) -(q'q) (Z ( ( [A ,e ] ) ) )= o > (60) 
are fulfilled for all pairs [A,B] which belong to (q,q)-:~_jq>~(D). Let 
[A,B]E (q,q)-~.¢_j,,>~(D). Then part (a) of Proposition 53 yields that 
([A,B]) E ((~c:/v~lt,,,ll/v~l~,)) and that g:==_(([A,B])) belongs to 5eq×q(D). 
Lemma 25 and Proposition 53 provide that 
det(A(z) + B(z)) ¢ 0, (61) 
i.e., 
[A(z),B(z)] E [~t,,.~t,,],,, .  (62) 
and 
g(z) = (B(z) - + A(z)) =~c, ~[A(z),B(z)]) (63) 
are satisfied for all z E (HA fq Hn) \ .  t/1a,81 where the right-hand side of Eq. (63) 
is given by Eq. (22). From the first identity in Eq. (58) we infer 
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• 1 A2,(z)a(z) + A22(z)B(z) = ~ ((V2..(z)- V.+, (z))A(z) 
+(v2.+(=) + v2, (~))B(z)) 
I 
= ~ (v2,g(~)- ~2.+(,.+))(B(z) + A(~)) 
and consequently 
det(A2,(z)A(z) + A22(z)B(z)) = det (v , , ( z )g(z )  
+ V22(z)) det(B(z) + A(z)) (64) 
for each z 6 (HA n I l-! lv n IH1A NHB)\.JI'IA.B ]. By virtue of (i), the function 
det(V21g + V_,21 does not identically vanish in D. Hence there is a discrete sub- 
set .~ of D such that D \ .~- c_ H v and 
det(v2=(z)g(z) + V22(z)) ~ 0 (65) 
are fulfilled for all z E D \ .~. Therefore it follows from Eqs. (61) and (64) that 
the set ..t/A:IA.B ! given by Eq. (46t is a subset of 
([l]) \ ((Ha N IH]B) \ ~.A"IA.B1) ) U (D \ .~A) U .~. Hence .J#A;[A.el is a discrete sub- 
set of D, i.e., Eq. (59) holds true. We see from Eqs. (65) and (63) that 
g(z) 6 ~v_,, (=).v::(:) and 
(4")(q,q) (_f(q.q) (~(q.q) ) ,-vt~)(g(z)) = ,-. v(:)\ q ([A(z),B(z)]) (66) 
are satisfied for all z E ~ := (D \ .~') N ((HA n Hn) \ .  t'iA.BI). Applying Propo- 
sition 14 and using the first identity in Eq. (58) we then get 
(-'"' ) -'++' ~:)([A(~), B(~)]) = o~:(l., ~!> (~) 
for each z E .,~ := (HA n (.~) \.///\:IA.~I. Since D \ .ff is a discrete subset of D 
the identity (62) is also proved. 
( i i )  ~ ( i i i ) :  Now suppose that (ii) is fulfilled. From the second identity in 
Eq. (58) then one can easily see that det D does not identically vanish in [13. 
Furthermore, we know that Eq. (54) holds true and that the mapping 
q)zx" ((q,q)-.~-g,.>~ (D) )~ [.[[(D)] q×q given by Eq. (55) fulfills Eq. (56). Ap- 
plying Lemma 5 we can conclude 
(-f ( q'q ) ~¢) 14,,] '--lc,,] (*~(((q'q)':?P-J,.>~ (D)))) =.  q×q[Ao, A , , . . . ,  
By virtue of Theorem 54, then 
[c,,1 . . ' ' " ,  
follows. Thus, in order to check that (iii) is valid it remains to show that, for 
each f E ,_~fq×q([]])), the function det(D2=f + D22) does not identically vanish 
in D and that 
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('P(q'q) (~A (.~[-i](f))) ._. ¢~(q,q)[ t'~ (67) ~'lcd 
holds true. Let f E 6eq×q(D). In view of Remark 55, we have 
=-l-'l(f) = ( [ I - f , l  +f ] )  E ((q,q)-#~_j~, > (D)). 
Then we obtain from Eq.(54) that ( [ l - f , l+ f ] )E  ((@~2,.A:,_)). 
.l/.[A;it_f.t+fl is a discrete subset of 13, and 
det(A21(z)(l-f(z)) + A2,.(z)(l +f (z ) ) )# 0 
(68) 
Hence 
holds for all z E IH]zx \ o,/[~;[t_i,t+ii. Setting W := A Cq and using the q x q block 
partition (44) of W, then we obtain 
det(W21(z)f(z) + W22(z)) :/: 0 (69) 
and therefore f(z) E ~w,.,~-.),w2~.t~) for all z E HA \ .s/la.lt_jS+f]. Hence the identi- 
ties 
• A( ( [ l - f ,1  +f]))  = (A , , ( l - f )  + A,2(I +f) ) (A21( l - J )  
+ A22 (I. + f ) ) - '  
--" ( (A I2  --  Al i ) f  + All + Al2)((A22 - A21)f  + A2, + A22) -! 
= (Wllf + Wi2)(W21f + W22) -I = Go(q,q) " ( f )  
(70) 
hold true with exception of a discrete subset of D. Thus we see from Eqs. (56) 
Qo(q,q) [ tC~ and (68) that D := ,. Iwl v J  belongs to ::~q(D). Consequently det(l + D)no- 
where vanishes in D (see, e.g., [6], Proposition 2.1.3), i.e., D(z) belongs to 
~tt/~)~.(I/~)l~ for all z E D. In view of D = CqW and Eq. (69) we infer from 
v/2(D2,f + D22) = (WI, + W2t)f + (W12 -I- W22) - -  ( ]  -F- a)(w2,.f + w22) 
that det(D2~f + D22)  does not identically vanish in D and that 
( (q'q) ) ~_ QP(q,q} .._ Gt~(q,q) [ t"~ Ga(q'q) oQo[W] (f) (f) (71) ,i [Cql ,/ [Cqw ] o .  [DI ~.t j 
holds (see, e.g., [6], Proposition 1.6.3). Thus from Eqs. (68), (70) and (71) it fol- 
lows Eq. (67). 
(iii) =~ (i): Now suppose (iii). In view of Eq. (57), the function det V does 
not identically vanish in D. Further, since (iii) holds we have 
Cjt "){q'q) C)¢~ × ' lOl (.~q×,,(D))=, ,,q[Ao,A~,...,A,], (72) 
and, for all f E .9*q~q(D), the function det(D21f + D22) does not identically 
¢-#'(q'q) [ F~ vanish in D. Let f E ,gOqxq([E])). Then Eq. (72) implies that h := ~'lOl v J  be- 
longs to ,Cfqxq[Ao,Ai,...,A,,]. Since (Ak)~:0 is a nondegenerate q × q Schur 
sequence, we have 
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rank( / -  h*(z)h(z)) = rank( / -  h*(0)h(0)) = rank( / -  AoAo ) = q 
for all z E [13) (see, e.g., [6], Lemma 2.1.5). Thus the function det(l + h) nowhere 
vanishes in ID, i.e., h(z) belongs to ~(~/~t,.l~/~)t~ for all z E ID. Taking into 
account 
V~_l f + $722 = (Dll + D21)f + DI2 + D22 = (I + h)(D21f + D22) 
we see from (iii) that det(~g21f + V-,.,) does not identically vanish in D. More- 
over, in view of Eq. (57), we have 
( (q,q) ) q~(q,q) _.. (~7(q,q) GcT(q'q) "¢[D] (f) = (f) -(Jr) "~" [c.,] ' I~t "1 [CqO] 
(see, e.g., [6], Proposition 1.6.3). Finally, then (iii) and Lemma 5 imply 
cf(q.q) cf " [VI (" qxq([D)) __ ,(J'(q'q)[cq, k'-" ( (lP(q'q'[D] (,(fqxq(~])))) 
__ Qo(q,q)(,9Oqxq[Ao A ,An]) %[r0, r, r,,] [] --'--lC,,] , I , . . .  = , . . . ,  • 
Simakova [21] studied the image of the Schur class ~p×q(D) under linear 
fractional transformations the generating matrix-valued function of which is 
meromorphic. In particular, her results enable a complete description of the 
whole variety of all resolvent matrices associated with a nondegencrate Schur 
problem. Theorem 63 provides the key for analogous descriptions of the sets of 
resolvent matrices associated with nondegenerate Carath6odory problems. 
Lemma 64. Let U be a jm-unitary matrix, and let the b!ock partition of U with 
p x p block Ull be given hz Eq. (43). For each g E 9},×q(D), then the function 
det(U21g + U,,)., nowhere vanishes #1 D. Moreover, "S/'~'q)[c'] ('ff p×q(D)) = 
.'/',× ~ID). l qk 
Proof. From Theorem 1.6.1 in [6] we immediately see that, for each 
g E ,~p×q(D), the function det(U21g + U22) does not vanish in D, and that 
c (Pq) c I ,~[~e'] (~Tpxq(ID)) C_ ,9°pxq(D). Obviously, det U # 0. Moreover, the matrix U- 
admits the representation U -l = jpqU*jpq and is jm-unitary as well. Therefore, 
cf(p.q) ,C~pxq(D). Hence it follows ,/ [U_l](,Sfpxq([D)) C 
.%,×,,(D) = </'~"q) 9 ~!,.ql / ~' ~ /D))  
' tu , ,  , j , "  , 
= I (D)  _ .  f< , . .  
(see, e.g., [6], Proposition 1.6.3). I-1 
Theorem 65. Let (Fk )~.:! be a nondegenerate q x q Carathdodm T sequence, and 
let V be a right type I resolvent matrix of the Carathdodory problem with respect 
to ( )Lo. 
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(a) I f  p is a complex-valued function which is meromorphic in D and Which 
does not identically vanish in D, and if U is a jqq-Unitao, matrix, then 
V D := P V U is also a right type I resolvent matrix of  the CarathEodory problem 
F n with respect o ( k)t,=o. 
(b) I f  V e~ is an arbitrary right type I resolvent matrix of the CarathEodory 
problem with respect o ( Fk )k:O, then there are a complex-vah~edjunction p which 
is meromorphic n D and which does not identically vanish in D and a jqq-Unitary 
matrix U such that V n = p V U. 
Proof. (a) Let p be a complex-valued function which is meromorphic n D and 
which does not identically vanish in D, and let U be a jqq-Unitary matrix. Set 
W := pU. We will use the q x q block partitions (43) and (44) of U and W. Let 
g E.9~qxq(D). Then we know from Lemma 64 that the functions 
det(U21g + U22) and det(W21g + ~2) do not identically vanish in D and that 
9°(q'q)[ Ct; (~"'" --~C~qxq(~)). Hence , [U]~,! qxq~UJ))) 
CtT('l,q) (~P(q,q) (qP(q'q) (,9°q ×q ([[]) )) 
- iw l  (..%,,,(D)) = ~" t,,,,~l k"  [t i 
(q,q) 
= b"l,,~l(.geq×q(D)) = .~q×q(D). (73) 
c~(q'q) ,(fq×q(D). Let In particular, f :=. [wl (g) belongs to 
V n = 
v., 
be the q x q block partition of V ~-j. From V ~::~ = V W then we get 
V.?,g + V~., = v . ,~(wt ,g  + w~.,) + V.,2(w.,,g + w.,_,) 
= (V-'J" + V-'-')(~,g + IV.,:). (74) 
Since V is a right type I resoivent matrix of the Carath6~dory problem with 
respect o (Fk)k=0, the function det(v21f + V.,2) does not identically vanish 
in D. Hence Eq. (74) shows that det (v~g + V~_~) does not identically vanish 
in D as well. Using Eq. (73) then we obtain 
q,(q.,t) ( ct, t n ~ ~ ~,(q.q) [ cf(,t.q) ) 
' -  I v  :! , ' -  ,,~', ,~ ' , ,  ='  Ivl k" t.'l ( .%~, , (D) )  
_ O" (q .q )  ( , 
-"- - I ,~l  ( ,~, ,~, , (D))  = %[r , , ,  r ,  . . . .  , r,,]. 
(b) Now let V ° be an arbitrary right type I resolvent matrix of the Ca- 
rath6odory problem with respect o (Fk)~=0. We know from Remark 4 that 
the Cayley transform (A~.)~=0 of (Fk)~=0 is a nondegenerate q × q Schur 
sequence. We see from Theorem 63 that D := CqV and D ° := CqV [] are right 
resolvent matrices of the Schur problem with respect to (As)~=0. Applying a result 
due to Simakova ([22], p. 169) we get that there are a complex-valued function 
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p which is meromorphic n D and which does not identically vanish in D and a 
jqq-unitary matrix U such that D ~ = pDU. Thus the assertion stated in (b) im- 
mediately follows from C-" =/_,q. I--I q 
Theorem 66. Let ( Fk )~=O be a nondegenerate q × q (~trathOodoIT sequence, and 
let/~ be a right O'pe I resolvent matrix ,:!~'the Carath~odorj, problem with respect 
ir ~n 1o ~ k /~=o. 
(a) I f  p is a complex-vahted fimction which is meromorphic in D and which 
does not identically vanish #1 D, and if V is a J,~-unitarv matrix, theti 
/~D := p/~ V is a right type H resolvent matrix of the Carath(odory problem 
i! with respect o ( F~ )k:O. 
(b) If/~D is an arbitrary right type H resoh~ent matrix of the Carath(odory 
problem with respect o ( l"k )k:O. then there are a comph, x-t,ahted fimction p which 
is meromorphic #~ D and which does not Menticaily ranish hl D and a dq-unitar), 
matrix V such that /~ = p A V. 
Proof. According to Remark 4, the Cayley transform (Ak)~_~0 of (Fk)'~l__ 0 is a 
nondegenerate q x q Schur sequence. Further, we know from Theorem 63 that 
D := Cq/~ Cq is a right resolvent matrix of the Schur problem with respect o 
(a) Let p be a complex-valued function which is meromorphic in D and 
which does not identically vanish in D, and let V be a Ju-unitary matrix. It is 
readily checked that then U := Cq VCq is a j,~,~-unitary matrix. Applying the rc- 
sult due to Simakova ([22], p. 169) mentioned already above we get that 
D t~ := pDU is a right resolvent matrix of the Schur problem with respect to 
(AA.)~ 0. In view of C,~D~C,~ = pCIDC,~V = p A V =/~L~ the application of The- 
orem 63 completes the proof of part (a). 
{b) Now iet /~  be an a~'bitrary right type II rcsolvcnt matrix of the 
Carati~6~)dory probiem wlth respect to (F~)~ ~ 0. Then we see from Theorem 
63 that D ~ := Cq/~ C,~ is a right rcsolvent matrix of the Schur problem with 
respect to (Ak)~0. Applying again Simakova's result ([22], p. 169) we obtain 
D~= pDU where p is some complex-valued function which is mcromorphic 
in D and which does not identically vanish in D and where U is some jqq-uni- 
tary matrix. Then V := CqUC,~ is a Jq-unitary matrix, and we finally have 
= = t ,c , ,ouc , ,  = t , c , ,oc , ,  v z .  G 
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